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Paper Tiger Television: smashing the myths of
the information industry every week on public
access cable&dagger;
DEEDEE HALLECK*

Public access

Most of the cable systems in the United States have a few channels which must be
made available free to community members. These public access channels are the
bane of the cable corporations, who see their space as so much fallow land. The
corporations would rather program a twenty-four hour, advertiser-based weather
channel or yet another subscription movie channel. That they haven’t done so has
nothing to do with their sense of public service, rather, it is the law, in the form of
franchise agreements made with the local municipalities. Most cities and towns
have negotiated contracts that exact public access channel space in exchange for the
right to run cables through city streets and sewers. Franchise agreements vary from
city to city and depend on both the level of activism on the part of local access
enthusiasts and the level of competition for the franchise on the part of corpora-
tions. When both are high, cable systems provide well stocked public access studios
and portable video equipment for free loan on a first-come, first-served basis.
The access movement took root at a moment of maximum disillusionment with

network television. Residual political optimism from the sixties combined with the
flush of infatuation with small-format video to generate hope that cable would
offer a genuine alternative to the vast TV wasteland. A National Federation of
Local Cable Programmers, under the tutelage of New York University Professor
and access pioneer, George Stoney, helped to organize access committees wherever
franchise agreements were being negotiated. Pragmatic city officials, far from

discouraging access, used this pressure to increase the bribes which they lapped up
from cable advancemen. As a result of this confluence of circumstances, a rare
opportunity now exists in many communities for authentic participatory media.
How long this will continue depends on how large a constituency the access activists
and programmers can muster.

It may be difficult to create a unified political force among users of public access
(both makers and watchers). Access at its best has been narrow-casting: covering
specific local issues and directed to a specific local audience. Some ethnic and
religious groups have successfully networked groups of shows to loyal adherents in
many cities, but there have been few programs on access that offer a progressive
political perspective to a wider community. With few exceptions, the American
Left has ignored the cable potential-an indication of the media mystification that
exists on all levels of this society.’

* TV producer, New York
t This article also appears m Cultures In Transition, Real Comet Press, Seattle, Washmgton (m press)
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Paper Tiger

’Paper Tiger’ is one of the nearly 200 weekly series transmitted on access channels
to subscribers of Manhattan Cable in New York City. These regularly scheduled
programs range from astrology call-ins to film reviews by thirteen-year-olds. Many
immigrant groups have programs of music and dancing-Bulgarian, Greek,
Spanish Flamenco. Several of the religious cults have weekly slots-Rajaneesh,
Krishnamurti, Scientology. The Boy Scouts, the League of Women Voters and The
National Organization for Women of New York have all done series. Potato Wold
Communications Update and Artists Television Network are program series that
are produced by progressive artists using a wide variety of styles and formats.
Paper Tiger began as a special series on Communications Update with Herbert

Schiller reading The New York Times, a task he has habitually done with students
as a warm-up exercise in his communications theory classes. I had visited Schiller’s
classes at Hunter College and had been amazed at both the insight and humor he
was able to glean from those venerable pages. ’Herb,’ I said, ’that would make a
great TV show.’ It could join a sparse but memorable tradition of ’readings’: New
York City Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia reading the funny papers on the radio in the
thirties; Julius Lester’s sardonic readings on The New York Times on morning radio
in the sixties; and Mattleart and Dorfman’s analysis of Disney’s role in the

ideological penetration of the Third World in How to Read Donald Duck.
Schiller began with an explanation of how Tbe Times serves as the ’steering

mechanism of the ruling class’ and went on for five other programs to cover the
Washington Talk page, the foreign correspondents in the consumer capitals of the
world, the annual search for the hundred neediest cases, the conflict of interest in
the way they cover communications issues, and how their Sunday Book Review
Section serves as a gatekeeper of Western ideas.
The shows were very popular especially with the group that had assembled to

make them, and we realized that this was a format that could be used for other
programs. Since that time we have done over fifty ‘readings’-from ’Teresa Costa
Reads Biker Life Style’ to ’Archie Singham Reads Foreign Polacy.’2

Content

Each week Paper Tiger offers a critical reading of one publication. In addition to
looking at the content and language of specific articles, the program will include
basic information on the economic structure of the corporation that produces the
publication. Many programs also look at the demographics: who the readers are,
what products they consume (for example, US News and World Report readers buy
wine by the case), and how much a full-page color ad costs. Sometimes we examine
the board of directors or the background of the editors and reporters. Although the
specific focus each week is on one publication, it is the intention of the series to

provide an accumulative view of the culture industry as a whole. With the

expansion of all sectors of the economy into the information business, it is

important to keep track of how this is played out in the vehicles of mass culture.
More and more of the Manhattan population works either directly or peripherally
in the information industry. Paper Tiger gives them some economic and historical
perspective with which to view their own participation in the cultural apparatus.
Employees of the featured publication make up the best audience for each show.
(During the Schiller series, we leafleted The Times building during shift change.)
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The programs begin with the words: ’It’s eight-thirty. Do you know where your
brains are?’-a nice joke from a Tuli Kupferberg cartoon that serves several
functions. First of all, it implants the time slot in people’s minds. Second, it is a
stock opening, one which we can vary in innumerable ways, but which will always
have a kind of familiarity about it. Finally, it inverts a familiar phrase used by
Group W News in New York-’It’s ten pm. Do you know where your children
are?’-to tweak up the anxiety levels of all parents in the audience, so that they
will continue to watch the news. By using Tuli’s inversion, we hope to tweak up the
level of critical consciousness with our own anxiety-producing question, one which
we hope can raise the consciousness of the viewer as well.
We hope that much of Paper Tiger works in the same way. Although most

people are cynical about the media and are aware of being manipulated, most are
unaware of how this manipulation is worked out issue by issue, ad by ad. Many
people think of the media as a form of journalism, distinct from other areas of
economic life. By going over a publication in detail, by examining how it is
enmeshed in the transnational corporate world and by pointing out exactly how
and why certain information appears, a good critical reading can invert the media
so that they work against themselves. The next time a viewer reads a publication
that was covered on Paper Tiger, each ad and each article becomes a reinforcement
of the critical reading.

Formal strategies
There are certain practical requirements for public access programming, the first of
which is that it has to be regular. Since there is little hope of access programs being
included in T’h Guide’s schedule, or being listed in local papers, the main way of
building an audience is to make it a habit: the show must be on every week at the
same time. Most television viewing is habitual: that is people are home on certain
nights and turn on the tube at certain times. However, if they switch the dial
around during the breaks between shows, they might linger on something that
looks different. Ergo, another strategy is to look different, to have an immediately
discernible distinctive quality, without being intimidating or alienating. Paper
Tiger uses brightly painted sets to help leaven the heavy subject matter. There are
no pompous ’director’ chairs, no stuffed couches, no glittery curtains. It looks

homey, but very colorful, like the funny papers on Sunday. The guest, sitting on a
yellow kitchen chair, is projected into the foreground with pizzazz. We sometimes
use actors to provide simultaneous nonverbal translations of the text. For instance,
during the discussion of TV Guide by Brian Winston, we placed a young woman in
the corner of the frame. She was watching television (the actual shows being aired
at that time). As Brian pointed out the lack of real choice on network and cable,
she switched channels sporadically, pored over a copy of TV Guide, and eventually
fell asleep in her easy chair. On the Sports Illustrated show, a bubble-gum-chewing
fan leafed through a collection of baseball cards, while Tuli Kupferberg pointed
out the connections between sport and the military.

If there is a specific look to the series, it is handmade: a comfortable, nontechno-
cratic look that says friendly and low budget. The seams show: we often use over-
view wide-angle shots to give the viewers a sense of the people who are making the
show and the types of equipment we use. We often use charts and graphics, but
they are hand lettered or cut and pasted rather than created by elaborate video
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effects. Sometimes we even make them with magic markers and scissors a few
minutes before the show begins. The graphics are not fed into a mechanical
graphic holder, but are held in place so that the fingers show. At the end of the
program, along with the credits, we usually disclose the budget-including
everything from magic markers to studio rental. The total can vary from $19 for one
show with a black-and-white camera to $150 for a two-camera color set-up that
includes a switcher, audio mixer and two video recording decks. By showing the
seams and the price tags, we hope to demystify the process of live television and to
prove that making programs isn’t all that prohibitively expensive.

Organization
The group that works on Paper Tiger is a loose affiliation of interested, committed
and talented people. Since there is no pay for the work, most have to hold full-time
jobs in the media industry. These jobs are often high-pressured and draining. That
we can pull a show together after a long day of work is some kind of miracle. We
meet in a coffee shop for a half an hour and do some rough planning, then run to
the studio where we have only thirty minutes to hang the set, test the mikes, adjust
the lights, cue up the tape for the breaks, put the graphic cards in order, reassure
and cue our guest and maybe, just maybe, have a minute to do a quick run-
through of the opening transition. It can be rough. Equipment problems alone
often account for missed cues and ragged taping. We sometimes spend the breaks
madly repairing a set mike or replacing an audio cassette deck that has mal-
functioned. ’For eighty five dollars, what do you expect?’ is the oft repeated answer
to our many complaints to the studio owner. The shows are done without run-
throughs and often with new crew members who need to be briefed during the
precious set-up time. When the beginning works well, we’re off and running and
the show is spontaneous and fresh. When we fluff the opening, it sets everything
off, and the momentum is hard to regain.
One of our hardest challenges is to maintain the spontaneous excitement of the

first programs, while at the same time improving the ’tech’. The goal is to make
the shows not slick and polished but at least snappy and fast moving. ’Clean,’ as
John Lennon said. Many of the people who work on the show do so because it is
one of the few places to gain hands-on experience with live television. There is

something about going out to audiences live that sets the adrenalin pumping.
However, trying to put together a show at short notice is hard, especially using a
large crew. Most television is not made with collaborative or nonauthoritarian struc-
tures. Achieving unity and strength, while maintaining maximum participation,
imagination and humanism is an old structural problem. Subtlety and tolerance
are difficult to achieve in the supercharged tension of a television studio, about to
go on the air in three and a half minutes.

Spontaneity aside

This is not to say that the shows are instantaneous slapdash affairs that are easily
replicable. Every show requires many hours of research on the political economy of
the various publications. In addition, each one reflects years of commitment, often
a lifetime of work and reflection, on the part of the guest. The budget of the
program is also deceptive, because one major expense is missing: salaries. The level
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of talent, experience and expertise donated to the series would be hard to match
anywhere.
The live shows are taped for distribution, and this enables us to clean up things

like missed close-ups of articles or tardy music for sound cues, and we can
sometimes add additional reference material as super-imposed text. This post-
production phrase greatly increases both the out-of-pocket costs and the time
demands on the group. Meeting once a week to do live shows is one thing,
reconvening the next day to clean up the tape is another.

Distribution

For better or for worse, after fifty shows, the studio organization has remained
loose and receptive to spontaneous input (and mistakes). The interest and demand
for the taped shows, however, is forcing a more organized structure. We have tried
to make Paper Tiger a model for cheap, imaginative access programming. As such,
it is important that the programs be distributed to other access systems and to
schools and community groups. At the present time, they are being cable cast in
Madison, Wisconsin; Woodstock, New York; and on both cable systems in
Manhattan. Individual programs have been shown on occasion in Austin Texas;
Fairfield, Connecticut; St Louis, Missouri; and Buffalo, New York. Requests for
shows have come from many other communities, but our limited resources for
making dupes and buying postage have not allowed broader distribution.

Seize the time

Perhaps the only auspicious aspect of the relentless technological developments in
the communications industries is the fact that the cost per image has plummeted.
Lightweight, high quality, portable equipment can produce programming for a
cost that is within the reach of individuals and groups in the ’developed’ world.
Many of these new images are produced outside the traditional networks of media
concentration. However the bulk of this production is being used to increase
repression (surveillance systems, for example) or to reinforce cultural penetration
(cassette distribution of Hollywood films and old television programs). But no
historical development is one-sided. The last decade has seen the growth of small-
format media as organizing tools for progressive change. The alternative media
community has created networks that have greatly increased the production,
distribution and use of media products from sources other than the transnational
corporations. Certainly the many films, tapes and radio programs on the situation
in Central America have given US citizens a level of information more profound
than that which leaked through the cracks of network news during Vietnam. Cable
has rarely been a forum for these alternative views. Organizational work in cable
tended to focus on increasing the availability of channels and making access centers
responsive to community needs.

Very little attention has been paid to the programs themselves or to the possible
use of access channels for distribution. The opportunity that public access provides
for wide dissemination of progressive issue-oriented media is an emancipatory
moment yet to be realized.
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Notes

1 The longest running exception is the series, Alternative Views, which appears on public access
in Austin, Texas. The series makes use of facilities at the University of Texas, and includes a
wide variety of interviews, films, tapes and slide shows. Over 300 weekly shows have been
produced by Doug Kellner and his associates

2. The following is a chronological list of Paper Tiger Television programs:
Herb Schiller Reads the New York Times (6 half-hour programs)
Murray Bookchin Reads Time
Ynestra King Reads Seventeen
Tom Weinberg Reads the Wall Street Journal
Brian Wmston Reads TV Guide
Ann Marie Buitrago Reads Agents Names
Tuli Kupferberg Reads Rolling Stone
Bill Tabb Reads US News and World Report
Joel Kovel Reads Covert Action
Teresa Costa Reads Biker Life Style
Martha Rosler Reads Vogue
Paper Tiger Disarmament Special
Joel Kovel Reads Psychology Today
Sol Yurick Reads the New Criterion

Stanley Diamond Reads Scholastic Magazine
Paper Tiger Live Feedback Show
Sheila Smith-Hobson Reads Newsweek
Karen Paulsell Reads Computer World
Stuart Ewen Reads the New York Post 
Serafina Bathnck Reads Working Woman
Conrad Lynn Reads Commentary
Brian Winston Reads TV News

Joan Braderman Reads the National Enquirer
Tuli Kuperferberg Reads Sports Illustrated
Harry Magdoff Reads Business Week
Myrna Bain Reads Ebony
Alex Cockburn Reads the Washington Post
Archie Singham Reads Foreign Policy
Muriel Dimen Reads Cosmopolitan

Tapes are distributed by Paper Tiger Television, 165 West 91st Street, New York, NY 10024,
USA

Paper Tiger is made by Diana Agosta, Pennee Bender, Skip Blumberg, William Boddy, Daniel
Brooks, Shulea Cheang, Mary Feaster, DeeDee Halleck, Melissa Leo, Marty Lucas, Esti Marpet, Alison
Morse, Mike Penland, Roger Politzer, Caryn Rogoff, David Shulman, Alan Stemheimer, Daniel Del
Solar, Valerie Van Isler and others

It is supported through contributions, distribution fees and small grants from the New York State
Council on the Arts and The Film Fund
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